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PROJECT DESCRIPTION
The applicant wants to build an accessory apartment on a lot near Engineer’s Cut-Off along Fritz
Cove Road. Since the property is not served by city sewer, and instead by an on-site waste water
treatment system, the Land Use Code requires the applicant to obtain an approved Conditional Use
permit.
The apartment will be created by converting an existing detached carport. This structure is pictured
in Figure 1 below. The apartment would have one bedroom and be 382 square feet in size.
BACKGROUND
In 2003 the applicant constructed a single family house and a detached carport on the subject lot.
Half of the carport is enclosed for utility purposes while the open half is used for parking.

Figure 1: The applicant wishes to convert the carport shown in the
photograph above into an apartment. Picture taken by staff on 11-21-11.
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Section CBJ § 49.25.510(d)(2) of the Land Use Code permits accessory apartments in all
residentially-zoned districts, including lots that have reached maximum density. The latter scenario
is allowed as a special density consideration. All accessory apartments are restricted to a size of 600
square feet of net floor area and one bedroom. With these restrictions, accessory apartments
primarily accommodate single dwellers, and therefore, do not have the same impacts as a typical
residence such as traffic volume, parking demand, etc. For these reasons, the code permits accessory
apartment as a special density consideration.
Most properties on the Mendenhall Peninsula (except along Glacier Highway) do not have access to
city sewer, and instead have private on-site waste water treatment systems (OWTDS) or marine
outfalls. Due to challenging topography and low housing density in the area, city sewer is not likely
to be extended to the peninsula in the near future.
Due to Juneau’s cold climate and ill-suited soil-types for OWTDS, these systems often need frequent
maintenance. Many systems are not maintained regularly and have failed. To ensure proper system
capacity, the City Regulatory Engineering Department requires systems to be approved by the
Alaska Department of Conservation (DEC) prior to permitting a new or expanded dwelling unit.
After installation of an OWTDS, the responsibility of maintaining it lies with the property owner.
ANALYSIS
Project Site:
The property is located along the up hill side of Fritz Cove Road near Engineers Cut-off. See Figure
2 below. There is a single-family dwelling and accessory structures on the property.

Figure 2: The driveway shown in the picture above leads to the
existing dwelling and carport, as well as an adjacent property. There is a
small, non-conforming driveway located behind the mailbox likely
Projectwithin
Design:
the right-of-way. At the date of this memorandum, snow covers
both driveways. Picture provided by Google Earth and used for
visibility of driveways.
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The north side of the panhandle-shaped lot is developed with a single-family dwelling and a small
detached carport and shop building. The rest of the property is undeveloped and contains thick brush
and tall spruce trees. The ascending driveway shown in Figure 2 is shared by the subject lot and an
adjacent lot that lies closer to Fritz Cove Road.
Traffic:
The subject property is accessed from Fritz Cove Road. With the restriction of a single-bedroom
apartment, the dwellers of the apartment will likely have only one vehicle. The proposed apartment
will not increase traffic volume beyond what currently exists.
Since Fritz Cove Road is maintained by the State Department of Transportation (DOT) staff
solicited comments from DOT on the proposal. The DOT did not have any concerns with this
project so long as the parking is not in the right-of-way (ROW). There is a small, two track driveway
immediately adjacent to the road, as seen in Figure 2 above. This driveway is likely within the ROW
and is not permitted to be used for parking. DOT indicates that a future repaving project for Fritz
Cove Road will likely affect this driveway.
Parking and Circulation:
Two off-street parking spaces are required for the existing single-family dwelling, which was met
during the construction of the dwelling. One parking space is required for the apartment, making a
total of three spaces. There are adequate parking areas in front of and next to the existing carport for
all vehicles to park and navigate into and out of the driveway. Though the single parking space
within the existing carport may have been used to meet the parking requirement for the dwelling,
adequate parking will still exist if converted.

Noise:
Adding a single-bedroom apartment to the site can be comparable to adding an additional bedroom
Figure 3: The picture above shows where the 3 required parking spaces would be located. The carport in
question is to the left of the picture and the driveway is to the right. Picture taken by staff on 11-21-11.

NOTICE OF PUBLIC HEARING

PROPOSAL: A Conditional Use permit for an accessory apartment on a lot not served by city sewer.
FILE NO.:

AAP2011-0014

APPLICANT:

Michael Saltzman

TO:

All Adjacent Property Owners PROPERTY OWNERS:

HEARING DATE:

December 20, 2011

PROPERTY ADDRESS: 1685 Fritz Cove Road

HEARING TIME:

7:00 PM

SITE SIZE:

1.43 acres

PLACE:

ASSEMBLY CHAMBERS
Municipal Building
155 South Seward Street
Juneau, Alaska 99801

ACCESS:

Fritz Cove Road

ZONING:

D-1

Michael Saltzman

PROPERTY OWNERS PLEASE NOTE:
You are invited to attend this Public Hearing and present oral testimony. The Planning Commission will also consider
written testimony. You are encouraged to submit written material to the Community Development Department no later
than 8:30 A.M. on the Wednesday preceding the Public Hearing. Materials received by this deadline are included in the
information packet given to the Planning Commission a few days before the Public Hearing. Written material received
after the deadline will be provided to the Planning Commission at the Public Hearing.

If you have questions, please contact Eric Feldt at (907) 586-0764, or e-mail: eric_feldt@ci.juneau.ak.us
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